Abstract: Problem statement: Generalization feature enhancement of neural networks, especially feed forward structural model has limited progress. The major reason behind such limitation is attributed to the principal definition and the inability to interpret it into convenient structure. Traditional schemes, unfortunately have regarded generalization as an innate outcome of the simple association, referred to by Pavlov and had been modeled by piaget as the basis of assimilating conduct. Approach: A new generalization approach based on the addition of a supportive layer to the traditional neural network scheme (atomic scheme) was presented. This approach extended the signal propagation of the whole net in order to generate the output in two modes, one deals with the required output of trained patterns with predefined settings, while the other tolerates output generation dynamically with tuning capability for any newly applied input. Results: Experiments and analysis showed that the new approach is not only simpler and easier, but also is very effective as the proportions promoting the generalization ability of neural networks have reached over 90% for some cases. Conclusion: Expanding neuron as the generalization essential construction denoted the accommodating capabilities involving all the innate structures in conjugation with Intelligence abilities and with the needs of further advanced learning phases. Cogent results were attained in comparison with that of the traditional schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Generalization ability of Neural Networks (NNs) is considered as the most important performance criterion [1] . So many researchers of this domain have been making intensive efforts to promote neural network generalization ability. Learning method based on combinations of weak classifiers is reported by Chuanyi and Sheng [2] . Weak classifiers such as linear classifiers (perceptrons) which can do a little better than making random guesses, then combined through a majority vote, resulted into good generalization performance and a fast training time.
Several methods have been studied such as fuzzification of input vector [3] , regularization [4] , resultfeedback [5] , early stopping [6] , neural network ensembles [7] . Although these methods can improve the generalization ability of NNs to some extent, however, the problem of NNs' generalization is generally still not solved or not completely solved. This can be attributed to the fact that the principle behavior of artificial neural networks is of instance-based learning. A neural network should learn a relation from limited data and properly respond to unseen input [8] , therefore, it is impossible for NNs to solve all the problems by learning from limited examples and hence developing new methods for improving NNs' generalization ability is highly needed.
To improve NNs' generalization ability, Ishibuchi and Nii [3] used fuzzification of input vector to avoid over fitting. Recently, a new algorithm [5] to improve the learning performance of neural network through resultsfeedback, called FBBP algorithm, presented by Wu and Wang, can improve NNs' generalization ability too. This FBBP-based algorithm is an inner-and-outer layer learning method in which weight value renewing plays the dominating role with the assistance of input renewing. It minimizes the error function of neural network through the dual functioning of weight value and input vector value tuning, where tuning of the input vector is similar to fuzz the input vector. This idea brings new inspiration and people had previously devoted large amounts of time to tuning weights of NNs for improving the NNs' performance (including the generalization ability), but lacked new ideas. Feng et al. [9] suggested an approach that appropriately shrinks or magnifies input vector, thereby makes the generalization ability of NNs improved. This algorithm is called "Shrinking-Magnifying Approach" (SMA) that finds the appropriate Shrinking-Magnifying Factor (SMF) and obtains a new neural network having better generalization ability. Ganchev et al. [10] tackled generalized locally recurrent probabilistic neural networks GLRPNN, for text independent speaker verification. It is contrasted with that of Locally Recurrent PNNs, Diagonal Recurrent Neural Networks, Infinite Impulse Response and Finite Impulse Response MLP-based structures, as well as with Gaussian Mixture Models-based classifier.
The current paper proposes a modified structure based on Pavlov and Piaget theorems [11, 12] in order to enhance the generalization capability of Feed Forward neural networks. It is designed to merge both into a classical and generalization learning characteristics simultaneously in one network simulating human conduct in relation with responses of the different mental activities adopted for various levels of timing consideration in output generation. Basically this structure incorporates an extra layer attached to the output layer of a traditional network with the capability of dynamically adjustable neuronal threshold during both of training and testing phases. Besides, a convenient procedure has been adopted for training the whole network with the aid of Genetic Algorithm. The procedure involves two learning cycles; the first deals with the traditional scheme and an additional neuron expanding the last layer and the second cycle deals with the additional layer and with the attributes of the output generated from the last expanded layer of the traditional scheme besides the required output of the training data. The first cycle stands for Pavlov learning assimilating capability and the second cycle substantiates Piaget arguing through the accommodating capability. Different testing data have been used in a wide range of experiments. Adequate results of success are gained and that in turn used to approve the validity of the proposed model.
Background, pavlov and piaget generalization structural interpretation: Throughout the intensive studies of human brain, neural networks appear as one of the successful and efficient abstracting models. These models prompted enormous interest of researches in psychology and physiology besides other related supporting applied sciences and medical investigations. The concrete basis, used to establish the main concept, is envisaged to lay on Pavlov theorem of conditional simple association [12] . This theorem has been conjugated with Hebb's theorem to simulate the weighting characteristics of the reticular formation of the in between cell connections of the nervous system, especially the synaptic junctions [13] . However, there were no literal interpretation to the natural processing carried out in the brain as a system with its associated behavior and constituents.
Based on the foregoing discussion and that of the psychological fundamentals, it could be stated that Pavlov theorem is faithfully interpreted and implemented with the traditional neural network models, but unfortunately to what relates Piaget's theorem, these networks failed to do so. It is known through the literature of the developed models, generalization is envisaged as an intuitive and as side effect of the connection schemes. While the significant deduction, as Piaget argued, generalization is an active learned process rather than being passive behavior of an association scheme. This might address the major obstacle stands behind improving the generalization capability of the traditional connection schemes where generalization enhancement had been attributed to data selection and net layering dimension scales as major trajectories of the efforts devoted for the developing purposes [14] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The proposed model involves dynamic response in data generation. The model consists of two distinct parts, a traditional neural network consisting of input layer, number of hidden layers and an output layer with biasing neuron, referred to hereafter as the traditional connection scheme, extended by an additional output layer with its own biasing neuron too, as shown in Fig. 1 . This extra layer differs from those of the common preceding ones in the connection layout by its neuronal threshold setting mechanism and control of its variations. The weights matrix of the traditional layers is adjusted during the training phase and kept constant in the testing phase, whereas the additional layer keeps on changing its neuronal thresholds on both of the training and testing phases. Moreover, a convenient procedure has been adopted for training the whole network with the aid of Genetic Algorithm.
Traditionally, NNs are static structures after being trained. Therefore, signals propagate from the input to the output layers via the hidden layers on fixed values of connection weights and threshold values. By recalling that these values of connection weights imply the main data association, it seems difficult to vary any weight during testing phase in order to avoid any arbitrary generation of outputs. Hence, the only permissible action to vary the attributes of the scheme denotes threshold tuning of a specified layer for new inputs, on condition that this layer should maintain the association of the training set unchanged.
Model architecture: Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the propose network. The first block shows the traditional network scheme (or Atomic scheme), while the second block shows the suggested additional output layer (or Supporting Layer). This layer extends signal propagation of the whole net in order to generate the output in two modes. The first mode deals with the required output of trained patterns with predefined settings, while the second mode tolerates output generation dynamically with tuning capability for any newly applied input.
In order to enable threshold tuning of the supporting layer to take place, the last layer of the atomic scheme is expanded with a new neuron called the band selector neuron. The output of this neuron is utilized as a bias to the supporting layer, Fig. 2 . Hence, unlike the rest layers of the atomic scheme, wherein a bias input is adjusted and kept fixed afterwards, the supporting layer tunes its neuronal threshold values in accordance to the output of the band selector neuron continually. In fact, this output is made to be regulated as a function of the input of the whole model.
However, the major association attributes of the supporting layer denotes the weight values of the connections needed to link the band selector neuron to its neurons and they are committed to the second cycle of model training. This cycle, definitely, will be commenced when the first cycle terminates and obtains the needed association in similar manner to that of the classical phase of training in traditional nets. The only difference here is that an extra output value is added to each pattern of the training set, as an additional argument representing band selector output. It must be noted here that neurons of the last layer in the atomic scheme are connected to their counterparts of the supporting layer with unity weight and in one-to-one configuration.
Model training: Due to the requirements of the given specifications, genetic algorithm is adopted to determine the overall connection scheme of the presented model. Although there are no anomalous restrictions to apply dedicated activation function or limit bounds to the input and output levels, it is found more applicable to use identity mode of activation function to the supporting layer. This function offers efficient error compensation when output drifts are detected on the preceding layer of the atomic scheme and thus it tends to recall the required output at the supporting layer responses throughout the training.
A pre-organization is needed to facilitate the training; patterns of the training set emergently are ought to be divided into two groups. The first group ideally involves the most primitive pattern associations, while the second group involves the patterns that are supposed to support the generalization capability. These patterns, in general, are extended by an extra argument in their related outputs. The value of this argument is given a null estimation (zero) to all patterns of the first group and a random number to the patterns of the second group, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Furthermore, the training can be characterized by two stages as follows:
• Figure 3b is used as the training data for the first stage. The concerned structure of the neural network denotes the atomic structure involving the band selector expanding the last layer • The last layer of the atomic scheme is connected to the supporting layer by one-to-one connections and the bias of each neuron at this layer is derived from the band selector neuron. Therefore, the training here is conducted in order to determine the weights of the bias connections only Figure 4 shows the input/output pattern for the second training phase including the original input. The association of the training here considers the actual output of last neurons of the traditional net as inputs that are to be laid to generate the desired output itself including the effect of the band selector neuron.
RESULTS
Probably the major problem which researchers confront in the course of testing any proposed neural network structure is the standardization issue of the compared schemes. Structural constituents of layering organization, neuronal compositions of each layer and the data of the underlying applications used are the main parameters addressed into this context. Anyway results could not be judged perfectly certain without any doubts. That is because of the absence of identical simulation programming coding, data representation and training algorithms. However, it is intended in this work to standardize the comparison parameters between the traditional nets and the presented structure as much as possible. Specifying same constituents with different examples and utilizing common data, which have been provided on Proben1 set [10] , denotes all the possible trends that have been implemented to conduct the experimentation task. In this task, genetic algorithm is used as the training tool. Experiments involve wide range of application fields, these fields are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 also shows the number of data items allocated for training and testing. The provided application data is usually divided into two sets constituting 80 and 20% ratios of the universe for training and testing purposes, respectively. In the current work, the 80% sample set is further been subdivided into two groups in order to cover the requirements of the first and second training stages of the proposed network.
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As an experimental example, the cancer diagnosis application data are employed for investigation of the proposed concept using neural network with different constituent models. Various numbers of hidden layers and hidden neurons were implemented resulting into various network specifications as detailed below. The main measured factor in all the three studied networks is the Mean Square Error (MSE) and the In addition, the genetic based training algorithm has alternately been set to a wide range of specifications. Towards the decision making of whether the structure had achieved an improvement or not, the error calculations for different stages have been traced and given along for each experiment as it is shown in (Table 2-4) . A final decision is given at the last column of the concerned table. Similar outcomes are attained along other application experiments which had been conducted in the same manner.
Generalization improvement is noticeably clear in the neural networks with two and three hidden layers as compared with one hidden layer. From Table 3 and 4, 90% generalization was reported.
DISCUSSION
In spite of having the belief to address a common definition to Generalization that is inspired by both of psychologists and neural network specialists, it seems that there is a serious contradiction in interpreting the functioning nature of such feature from the structural proposition.
Neural networks specialists have agreed on the definition of Generalization to be explained as the ability of the network to respond to input that it has not seen before. This input may be partial or incomplete. For that, generalization takes the ability to learn and self adjust a step further. Therefore, it could be concluded that this system by itself can "hypothesize" a response. Of course, concise definition for the elaboration of what is meant by "first time seen input" denotes incomplete patterns with all of their possible modalities.
On the other side of the psychologists, it is worth to mention that such feature, i.e. Generalization, is expressed in a wider scope than that of the verbatim description of the first confined definition. Generalization, in this field of study, is classified to fall into different levels. The most primitive generalization is bringing together grouping objects on the basis of individual random feature (syncretic combinations). The more complicated level is the integrating generalization that attributes a newly formulated feature to the similar object of an underlined property of a given sample. And finally, the most complex level of generalization is that in which a distinct line is drawn between specific and generic characteristic, incorporating the object into a certain conceptual system [15] . This scope of declaration has been thoroughly studied by Piaget to summarize convenient logical principles that is investigated in the current work. Piaget referred indirectly to the related definition of neural network Generalization term as being involved into the exploration of new object and phenomena and to the so called derived secondary reactions. This capability is supported along the progress of intelligence on different levels of association initiated by stages of assimilations and accommodation towards higher levels of more complex generalizations [12] . However, the different reactions of generalizations or creative responses to uncomforted input are subjected to proposal of learning progresses including intelligence that is indeed an outcome of successive claims of distinguishing instinctive and learned behavior topics. In this course, it is argued that it has long been recognized, in fact, that great many instinctive behavior patterns which in their general outlines can be regarded as innate, yet depend for their detailed form and orientation upon specific learning.
In order to grasp the main guidelines sought by the above discussion, the work reformulates the psychological definitions along with the structural properties to an adequate interpretation as given:
• Neural Networks studies depend on functional definition rather than the structural approach of Generalization comprehension
• Generalization is a learnable capability and not an innate conduct • Generalization is a higher level behavior that could be established as a structure on a primitive structure which represents a low level conduct of association. These two levels interpret the accommodating and assimilating stages of Piaget argument • Due to the fact of considering the generalization as a learnable capability, learning pattern should involve two groups. The first stands for the simple association and the second stands for the generalization ability • Human responses differ between stimulating outputs of simple association and outputs of generalization. The two types can be distinguished by their time responses. The first is the faster, while the second is the slower. This had overviewed the reason to be attributed to the nature of the structure itself. Although both of the activities are realized by a common structure, the slower one should consist of static features, whereas the faster should consist of dynamic features which need to settle before contributing output generation. This opinion has been utilized efficiently for the overall design of the proposed model
CONCLUSION
Obviously, the significant remarks concluding the outcome of these experiments reflect the logical interpretation of the psychological postulates to the developed structure of the present work. In particular, to consider traditional schemes (Feed Forward models) and their related training phases as Pavlov dependent schemes which in turn denotes the assimilating capabilities of the human. Whereas, considering the extended structure with the expanding neuron as the generalization essential construction that denotes the accommodating capabilities involving all the innate structures in conjugation with Intelligence abilities and with the needs of further advanced learning phases. Such point of view expresses the main orientation of the work in proposing an adequate structural concept to interpret the way in order to promote the simple association for higher level of mental capability.
